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Beloved Members of our Synod,

      At its January meeting, the Synod Council made the difficult decision to once again
hold the Synod Assembly online instead of gathering in person. We know this decision
may come as a disappointment to you, and I’d like to explain how the Council came to its
decision.
      First, please know the decision wasn’t easy, nor was it unanimous; however, the
decision to move online did pass with an overwhelming majority voting in favor.
Initially, many council members, like you, very much wanted to hold the assembly in
person and gather as planned in Reading. But in discussion, a few realities just could not
be overcome: vaccines were still not available for our youngest children (ages 0-4), a new
variant was ushering in extremely high transmission numbers, and our local hospitals
were struggling to keep abreast of testing and available beds. Given the swift onset and
spread of the Omicron variant, the council wondered at the possibility of a new variant
emerging at the time of the Synod Assembly. Like you, we just simply can’t see into the
future.
     The gravity of these unknowns increased when coupled with the fact that there was a
significant down payment cost for the facility – a cost we could not recoup even if, for
whatever reason, we needed to cancel or downsize the Assembly. Use it, or lose it.
As long as I have been chairing Synod Council meetings, I have never witnessed the
Council making spendthrift decisions. Each financial decision is taken on deliberately and
with care, the council focusing on being good stewards always and in every way. It was,
in the end, a financial risk too great to take.
So, once again, we will see you online on June 10th and 11th. But we hope you will find
a way to see each other in person, gathering safely in smaller numbers as the situation
allows, and enjoying each other’s company as we get the business done and see what’s
happening around our Synod and throughout the ELCA. 

Yours in Christ,
Kristen Edelman-Weiner

Vice-President, Northeastern Pennsylvania Synod
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      Brenda Stauffer was the catalyst for
the new altar and pulpit paraments that
were dedicated for our 50th
Anniversary. Brenda brought up the
idea of creating quilted paraments at the
brainstorming session that was held at
Prince of Peace in January of 2021. A
suggestion was made that the paraments
be green so that they would be able to
be used during the season after
Pentecost, also known as Ordinary
Time. This is the longest season of the
church year and is represented by the
color green.
      The 50th Anniversary Task Force
approved the designs for the paraments,
Kim drew the designs out to scale and
delivered them to Pam. Pam chose the
fabrics and used an appliqué technique
to create them. Brenda kept
communicating with everyone to make
sure the new paraments were completed
on time for their dedication on January
16, 2022. 

 

VIEW FULL STORY HERE

50TH ANNIVERSARY PARAMENTS

BOOK STUDY: 
WAKING UP WHITE 

The Racial Justice Team (a part of the
Witness & Service Ministry Team) invites

you to participate in a 5-part online Lenten
book study, beginning Monday, March 7 at
7:00 pm and continuing the next 4 Monday

nights at 7 on Zoom.  Contact Samantha
Drennan for more information!

https://popbangor.org/anniversary-paraments

